اللبنانيون يف أمريكا
The Lebanese in America

Exhibition
Prospectus

Exploring 150 years of Arab
immigration

Early Lebanese Americans
entered many different
occupational fields from
peddling to owning
stores, from office work
to entertainment, and a
large proportion worked
as laborers in America’s
industrial economy. They
served in the military, on
school boards, and ran for
office.

The Lebanese in America is a powerful, concise narrative
of Lebanese immigration. This exhibit illuminates the role
of Arab-Americans in creating modern America, and shows
that these immigrants came to the United States for similar
reasons as other immigrant groups: economic opportunity,
and a better life for themselves and their children.
Lebanese immigrants greatly enriched American life
by bringing the cultural traditions of their homeland to this
country, and by contributing to the economic, social and
political development of America. Along the way, they forged
a new Lebanese-American identity that has had important
consequences for both Lebanon and the United States.
Complicated, diverse, and at times controversial, the history of
Lebanese immigration engages an important national debate
about the role of immigration in building America.

Above
Joe Salem served in the
Army Intelligence and his
wife Amelia in the Red
Cross during World War II.

Exhibition at a glance
Contents: Eight HopUp
displays, measuring 30.75”w
x 89.5”h, with photographs,
graphics, and QR Codes linked
to supplementary materials and
downloadable reader.

Cost: Host pays all
shipping costs and
insurance.
Loan Period: 5 Weeks.
Size: 21 Running Feet
Tour Begins: Fall 2016

For information, please
contact:
Marjorie Stevens,
919-513-0077,
marjorie_stevens@ncsu.edu

Seeking Opportunities

T

wo waves characterize Lebanese immigration
to the US. First-wave Lebanese immigrants
(1870-1920) came to America seeking prosperity
before returning home with their hard-earned
riches. A downturn in the silk trade that dominated Lebanon’s economy in the late nineteenth
century pushed many farmers and townspeople
to find new sources of livelihood. Others left
looking for new lives away from religious, political or family troubles.

Some Lebanese American immigrants,
like the Macks, opened successful
businesses in America.
Image Courtesy of the Khayrallah Center

Pursuing Ambitions

I

n 1975, civil war consumed Lebanon for 15
years, and ruptured the lives of its people. Subsequent upheavals in the Middle East perpetuated these difficulties, driving 1.5 million Lebanese
to emigrate over the past four decades.

Charles Elachi was director of NASA’s
Jet Propulsion Lab from 2001 to 2016.
Image Courtesy of NASA

Transforming America

L

ebanese immigrants incorporated themselves
into every aspect of America’s changing
cultural, political and economic life. They adopted
many of the habits and trappings of America
even while holding on to their distinct Lebanese
Arab heritage.

Image Courtesy of the Naff Collection

Confronting Stereotypes

L

ebanese-Americans have confronted
discrimination since their arrival in the 1870s.
Early forms ranged from social isolation and
ridicule, pressure to assimilate, attacks and
lynchings, and finally a ban on the entry of
“Syrians”(an early term for Lebanese) to the US.
Stereotypes that romanticize Middle-Easterners
as exotic have equally taken their toll.

Seth McFarlane’s cartoon, American Dad,
satirized American stereotypes of Arab men.
Image Courtesy of TBC Center

Ties that Bind

M

ost Lebanese immigrants expected their
sojourn to be temporary, but many settled
permanently abroad. Today as many Lebanese
live outside of Lebanon as within the country.
Thus, Lebanese identity has taken on diasporic
meaning, investing its significance in the food,
culture, religion, and people, as much as in the
place.

Image Courtesy of the Khayrallah Center

Tensions that Strain

D

istance created tensions for Lebanese
struggling to maintain a distinct heritage
in America. Immigration also creates stresses
as economic and social realities in America
challenged established ideas about gender roles,
religion, family, work, and class.

Women’s participation in industrial work challenged
Lebanese norms about women’s roles.
Image Courtesy of AANM

Building Futures

L

ebanese immigrants have struggled with their
children’s adaptation to life in America in new
and unexpected ways. Unlike their parents, first
and second-generation Lebanese-Americans
are more likely to embrace American social and
cultural mores about popular entertainment,
dating, and marriage.

“I Say Arabi,” a humorous Dish Network commercial, promotes
Arabic language TV and pokes fun at parents’ frustration with
their children’s supposed lack of knowledge about Arabic
culture.

A Complete Exhibition Package

Registerial Requirements

As a host of The Lebanese in America, you
will receive the following:

Space

CC Shipping, handling, and assembly
instructions
CC Public relations support including sample
press releases and digital graphics
templates of advertisements, flyers, and
other promotional materials, and advice
on promoting the exhibit

CC The exhibition must be displayed in a
gallery or lounge area, not in a hallway.
CC This exhibition cannot displayed outdoors
or in a tent.
Security
CC Supervision can be by guard, volunteer,
student, or receptionist.

CC Assistance reaching out to local heritage
communities to support programming.

CC Exhibition area must be locked and
secure during closing hours.

CC Access to supplementary artifact list
providing guidelines for incorporating
relevant artifacts from local heritage
communities and suggested captions.

Insurance

CC Downloadable reader about LebaneseAmericans.

CC Hosting institution is liable for any
damage incurred by the exhibit between
its delivery to the insitution, and the time
the institution ships it out.

اللبنانيون يف أمريكا
The Lebanese in America
Find out more
about this
traveling exhibition
Marjorie Stevens
919-513-0077
marjorie_stevens@ncsu.edu
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